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    Not Rated Yet

Sales price 15,95 €

Salesprice with discount 
Incl. VAT 21%: 0,76 €

Description
The most important addition to the updated editions is the section "Guide
to Nature Trails", which includes the best nature trails of each region -
Zemgale, Kurzeme, Latgale and Vidzeme, totaling more than 60. Such a
compilation has been made for the first time, and it was created together
with experts from the portal dodies.lv When making a choice, many
considerations are taken into account: the substantive and scenic values
of the trails, the location, the quality of the infrastructure, etc. Each
trail has a description, a detailed map, pictures and information about the
length of the trail, estimated hiking time, road surface, rated difficulty,

whether it is marked in nature, whether there are rest and fire places
available, whether it can be cycled , baby carriages or wheelchairs, etc.
There are also news for cyclists. The editions show cycle routes marked in
nature with the official designation (a blue plate with a white bicycle and
the number of the cycle route), which have been numbered. These numbers are
now given on the maps next to each route, and each edition has a list of
the cycle routes included in it. For lovers of water tourism, the distances
to the rivers have been clarified, supplemented and newly included.
The publications were created in cooperation with the joint-stock company
"Latvijas valsts meži", which takes care of the management and
beautification of a large part of the nature trails included in the
publication. In addition, more than 350 other mammadaba recreation places
are maintained throughout Latvia, offering the opportunity to enjoy the
beauty of nature and the availability of forests free of charge.
The first issue of the four-issue series "With a map in nature" was
published two years ago. It was like a logical continuation of the first
edition of the Great Latvian Atlas, applying the voluminous atlas for
convenient and safe use in nature, even in bad weather and terrain
conditions. They are based on a detailed map on a scale of 1:100,000 (1 cm
on the map = 1 km in nature) for the entire territory of Latvia, each page
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is laminated, so they have become more resistant to moisture and various
damages caused by active use, while the spiral binding allows them to be
easily turned over and use. Taking into account the growing interest of
lovers of active recreation, this year the series has been supplemented and
renewed.
The essence of the series editions is to act as a precise tool in off-road
conditions (on the road, in the river, in the forest), helping its user to
determine the location or plan the future path. The advantage compared to
the maps available in navigation equipment, smartphones and computer
tablets is their transparency, detail, as well as the ability to use the
maps in any conditions and for any length of time, regardless of the
device's battery life or internet availability.
 
Series "With a map in nature"
Updated edition
Dimensions 213 x 300 mm
Zemgale- 54 pages
Laminated pages of each issue
Spiral binding
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